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Position Summary 
Are you ready to bring your hustle and talent to growing awareness and exposure about Liberty’s 
Kitchen throughout New Orleans and beyond? Do you thrive in an entrepreneurial environment focused 
on providing excellent workforce readiness and leadership opportunities for and with young adults? Are 
you excited about the chance to use our social media, website channels, promotional materials, and 
relationships to increase interest and traffic to our business lines? You might be our next Marketing 
Associate. 

The Organization 

For nearly ten years, Liberty’s Kitchen has used food and hospitality as a platform to promote youth 
success and community building. Our employees are deeply committed to the organization because of 
our:  
• Meaningful and purposeful mission  
• Family-oriented environment  
• Shared gathering around meals  
 
We are guided by our mission, vision, and values:  
 
MISSION  
Liberty’s Kitchen provides pathways for New Orleans young people to create and achieve their vision of 
success. Food-at the heart of our city’s economy, culture, and future-is our chosen vehicle for change.  
 
VISION  
A community where all young people can succeed.  
 
VALUES 
Youth-Centered  
We exist to be a platform for youth to create and achieve their vision of success.  
Interdependent  
“We are because you are.” Our work in the kitchen, in the program, and in the community is highly 
collaborative.  
Committed to Excellence  
Overcoming entrenched social challenges requires vision, creativity, and effort equal to the scope of the 
problem.  
Grounded in Racial Equity  
Adverse conditions disproportionately facing youth of color are a legacy of structural inequality. 
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The Position 

We operate three distinct but interconnected business lines—catering, Broad Street Café, and Poydras 
Street Cafeteria. These businesses generate revenue that increases our sustainability and ability to grow 
our impact. We are looking for an energetic, creative, reliable hustler who can drive traffic and 
awareness to our retail businesses through a variety of digital and in-person tactics. It is vital that you 
identify with our vision, mission, and values and are ready to dive in and make things happen. The ideal 
candidate will have 1-2 years experience in marketing or communications, or a bachelor’s degree in 
those areas.  

Guiding purpose of the position: To keep Liberty’s Kitchen and its individual business lines fresh and 
connected to existing and potential customers, growing awareness for the brand and enhancing our 
connectivity with collaborators, clients, and customers. 

Must be able to pass a background check, as every position at Liberty’s Kitchen involves supporting 
young adults in activities of some kind. This position will have the opportunity to teach a marketing class 
regularly and involve participants in marketing efforts.  

Key Responsibilities 

The Marketing Associate will be responsible for: 

• Managing our Facebook, Instagram, Yelp, Twitter, and other social media channel presence and 
follower interactions 

• Manage and maintain LK website content, including regular news updates. 
• Collaborate with the operational leads of each business line to develop winning tactics to delight 

our customers, attract new customers, and enhance brand cohesion. 
• Develop marketing tactics, promotions, and product campaigns in order to increase food service 

sales.  
• Coordinate the photography of trainees, graduates, employees, and events by assigning 

photographer duties (either internally or securing professional services), coordinating logistics, 
and classifying/storing image files.  

• Collaborate with the Development Team and graphic design firm to create and publish 
promotional materials for LK businesses and programs 

• Market and grow the LK brand by attending community networking opportunities in order to 
increase awareness of LK’s mission. 

• Support the planning and execution of LK major events, including the annual gala and Guest 
Chef Night. 

• Coordinate with vendors that produce branded items and merchandise in order to maintain 
brand integrity.  

• Maintain and update marketing and stakeholder databases under the direction of the 
Development Manager 
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Compensation: $30,000 

Benefits: Excellent Health, Dental, Vision Insurance; 2 meals daily, 15 PTO + paid holidays 

Reports to: Development Manager 

Works closely with: Broad St., Poydras St., and Catering operational leads, Senior Program Manager, 
Community Resource Manager, Finance and Data Manager, design and print vendors, community 
partners 

Schedule: 8:30AM-5:00PM, occasional weekends or nighttime events.  

To Apply: 

Email your resume and cover letter in a combined PDF (one document) to careers@libertyskitchen.org. 
Use subject line Marketing Associate Application. No phone calls please. 
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